SWING FOR THE ARK - Tournament -

Lake Marion Golf Course

JUNE 27, 2024

LAKE MARION GOLF COURSE

Registration begins at 8:00 AM • 9:00 AM Shotgun Start

SIGN UP TODAY!

MULLIGANS, RAFFLES & MORE!
SWING FOR THE ARK

JUNE 27, 2024

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

☐ $250 | HOLE SPONSOR
  SPONSOR SIGN ON HOLE

☐ $400 | TEAM ENTRY
  FOUR GOLFERS (CART INCLUDED)

☐ $500 | TEAM ENTRY & HOLE SPONSOR
  FOUR GOLFERS (CART INCLUDED) & SPONSOR SIGN ON HOLE

EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

☐ $1,500 | EAGLE SPONSOR
  OFFICIAL POST EVENT LUNCH SPONSOR, TOP RECOGNITION ON BANNER AND ALL EVENT MATERIALS (PRINT, WEB, SOCIAL MEDIA), SPECIAL RECOGNITION DURING LUNCH

☐ $1,000 | HOLE-IN-ONE SPONSOR
  OFFICIAL HOLE-IN-ONE SPONSOR, SECOND RECOGNITION ON BANNER AND ALL EVENT MATERIALS (PRINT, WEB, SOCIAL MEDIA), MAY SET UP SIGNAGE AND VENDOR TABLE AT HOLE

☐ $750 | FAIRWAY SPONSOR
  OFFICIAL BEVERAGE SPONSOR, SECOND RECOGNITION ON BANNER AND ALL EVENT MATERIALS (PRINT, WEB, SOCIAL MEDIA), MAY PROVIDE KOOZIES TO BE DISTRIBUTED TO ALL GOLFERS AT EVENT (SPONSOR RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING 100 KOOZIES), SIGNAGE ON BEVERAGE CART.

☐ $500 | CADDIE SPONSOR
  OFFICIAL SCORECARD SPONSOR, THIRD RECOGNITION ON BANNER, COMPANY NAME/LOGO ON ALL SCORECARDS

METHOD OF PAYMENT

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO “THE ARK OF SC” | PAY ONLINE HTTPS://SWINGFORARK | ONLINE PAYMENTS MUST INCLUDE THE PROCESSING FEE. MAIL PAYMENT AND FORM TO: VINCÉ MARTIN, THE ARK, PO BOX 1540, SUMMERVILLE, SC 29484. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT VINCÉ MARTIN AT (843) 708-5822.

__________ CHECK - PLEASE MAIL TO THE ARK OF SC | PO Box 1540 Summerville, SC 29484

NAME ON CARD ____________________________________________  CC NUMBER __________________________

EXPIRATION DATE ____________________________ SECURITY CODE __________________

SIGNATURE OF CARD HOLDER ____________________________ DATE __________________

The ARK of SC
843-471-1360 | info@thearkofsc.org | www.TheARKofSC.org
502 West 5th North Street | Summerville, SC 29483
PO Box 1540 | Summerville, SC 29484